AT&T: The Nation’s Most Reliable 4G LTE Network
And recognized for overall call, text and data performance

**270 More than 270 million people covered by AT&T 4G LTE**

**2014 Plan to be substantially complete with LTE deployment by Summer 2014**

**Over 90 percent of mobile data traffic runs over enhanced backhaul**

**About 60 percent of AT&T’s postpaid smartphone customers use a 4G-capable device**

What third-party data says about AT&T’s reliability:

Nielsen  AT&T now has the most reliable 4G LTE network. Based on our analysis of Nielsen data, AT&T has the highest success rate for delivering mobile content across nationwide 4G LTE networks.

What others are saying about AT&T’s speed:

PC Magazine  Named AT&T as America’s fastest 4G LTE network… with AT&T sweeping the top rankings in all six U.S. regions, from coast to coast. Ranked AT&T first in 24 of the 30 markets tested.*

PCWorld  AT&T’s 4G LTE network delivered faster average download and upload speeds than any competitors in PCWorld/TechHive’s most recent 20-market speed tests.**

What others are saying about AT&T’s network performance:

RootMetrics®  In the studies conducted in the second half of 2013, RootMetrics® ranked AT&T’s overall call, text and data network performance first or tied-for-first in 93 markets – more markets than anyone else.***
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* PC Magazine, June 17, 2013; http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2420333,00.asp
** PCWorld/TechHive, May 23, 2013, “AT&T clocks best overall speeds with 3G/4G combo”
*** Performance rankings of first in 56 cities and tied for first in 37 cities out of 125 total cities studied based on RootMetrics® RootScore® reports for each city in the second half of 2013 of 4 national mobile networks that rely on scores calculated from random samples. Your experiences may vary. The RootMetrics award is not an endorsement of AT&T. Visit rootmetrics.com for more details.

AT&T’s 4G LTE reliability claim based on analysis of data network connection and data transaction success rates reported by Nielsen during network tests conducted across 211 markets from July 2012 to July 2013, and compares carriers with nationwide 4G LTE networks. Limited 4G LTE availability in select markets. LTE is a trademark of ETSI. 4G speeds not available everywhere.
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